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Inspiration Laminate Floor 2015

Oak, Pine, Walnut – who could know better what authentic wood styles 
have to look like than the parquet specialist HARO? Our floors mirror nature 
perfectly, transforming rooms, giving them personality and significance. Our 
laminate floors create a relaxed atmosphere and lastingly enhance quality of 
living. The allure of wood is inescapable. Hardly distinguishable from 
parquet, it is not only the look that distinguishes our Laminate floors from 
others – our Laminate floors HARO TRITTY are particularly durable and 
hard-wearing. Our floors always meet highest quality standards! Living and 
working in a new light – with HARO.

Life 
in a new light
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Welcome to 
HARO

The success of our brand is no coincidence. Our family business has a 
tradition in woodworking that goes back almost 150 years. We combine our 
love for the natural product wood with a passion for continuous innovation 
when it comes to natural beauty and comfort. Our being at the forefront 
of trends, our tireless striving for highest quality and our consistently 
sustainable entrepreneurial business has made us Germany's leading 
parquet manufacturer and a role model for the flooring industry. We use this 
experience in the manufacturing of our Laminate floors. In over 90 countries 
our brand stands for laminate floors that fulfil the highest requirements, no 
matter whether it is for residential or commercial applications.

You will be stunned by the variety of our product range. Let yourself be 
inspired by the most beautiful wood styles for your home.

Company management in 
the fourth and fifth generations:
Peter Hamberger and  
Dr. Peter M. Hamberger
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HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

ALPINE OAK NATURE* 

authentic 

Gran Via
100
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An amazing appearance! Astonishingly authentic, totally natural. Our HARO 
TRITTY Laminate floors make it difficult to distinguish from the original. 
This comes as no surprise, considering our more than 60 years of experience 
in the manufacturing of multilayer parquet. As a parquet specialist we have 
an especially good feel for the most beautiful and natural wood styles, and 
we know exactly how to display them in the best light. Enter the world of 
HARO Laminate Floors – and let your rooms be in the spotlight. 

1. The most beautiful wood styles 
Germany's leading parquet manufacturer has the competence and knowledge 
to offer laminate floors with authentic surfaces that are almost indistinguishable 
from the natural originals. 

2. The quietest laminate floor
The desire to continuously improve our products for the benefit of our 
customers drives our everyday work. Best example: HARO's development 
TRITTY Silent CT, the world's quietest laminate floor.

3. The world's easiest installation system
To make our floors not only look good, but also easy to install, we have equipped 
them with the Top Connect installation system. It is not without reason that it is 
known as probably the world's easiest installation system.

Wood 
reproductions in 
the spotlight

Why HARO Laminate Floor?
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Impressive formats 
 
Besides the classical board formats 
and designs we also offer extraordinary 
and trendy formats. Extra slim, extra 
long, extra wide. The perfect floor for 
every style of living and perfect for 
realising your very individual vision of 
a beautiful home.

1. 3-Strip. Also known as Long- 
strip. Each floorboard is composed of 
three parallel strips. Dimensions: 
193 x 1282 mm (7 19/32'' x 50 15/32'') 
(for TRITTY 250: 190 x 1282 mm / 
7 15/32'' x 50 15/32''

2. 2-Strip. The Clear One. With 
graphical pattern and a calmer 
overall appearance. 
Dimensions: 193 x 1282 mm 
(7 19/32'' x 50 15/32'')

3. Plank 1-Strip. The Classic One. 
Particularly popular because of its 

FORMATS/DESIGNS 

spacious visual impact.  
Board dimension: 193 x 1282 mm 
(7 19/32'' x 50 15/32'')  
(for TRITTY 250: 190 x 1282 mm / 
7 15/32'' x 50 15/32'') 

4. Loft 4V. The Slim One. The slim 
format and the bevelled edge on 
all four sides emphasise the 
plank character. Dimensions: 135 x 
1282 mm (5 5/16'' x 50 15/32'') 

5. Campus 4V. The Trendy One. A 
successful combination of classical 
board length and generous width, 
with bevelled edge on four sides.
Dimensions: 243 x 1282 mm 
(9 9/16'' x 50 15/32'') 

6. Gran Via 4V. The Gigantic One. 
Extraordinary appearance and 
distinctive plank character by 
bevelled edges on four sides. 
Dimensions: 243 x 2200 mm 
(9 9/16'' x 86 5/8'') 

HARO Laminate Floor –
Beauty from a technical point of view

HARO TRITTY 75 – THE ALLROUNDER 
 
Laminate floors from the 75 series are the 
perfect choice, not only for your first apartment. 
Authentic, versatile and durable, : Take your pick 
from 28 wood styles and 8 different surfaces, 
and see for yourself how quickly and easily it is 
installed with Top Connect. 

HARO TRITTY 100 – THE TOUGH ONE
 
With an authentic solid wood appearance, yet 
tough and durable – the laminate floors of the 100 
series combine good looks with high performance. 
The Silent CT technology, which is optionally 
available for the TRITTY 100 series, even makes it 
the world's quietest laminate floor. And with the 
Top Connect installation system, your new HARO 
Laminate Floor is fun right from the start. 

HARO TRITTY 250 – THE EXTRA-STRONG ONE
 
Extremely hard-wearing, impact and scratch 
resistant, durable and abrasion resistant – these 
exceptional properties make the 250 series ideal 
for high-traffic areas at home, such as living 
room, kitchen and corridor, but also for 
commercial applications.

* Measured by EPLF Impact Hammer/Walking Lady 
tests (compared to reference floor)

** Thickness x Width x Length

Specifications:

Level of Use: 23/31
Abrasion class: AC3
Impact class: IC1
Elektrostatic behaviour: antistatic
Warranty:

15 years in residential applications
Dimensions**:

7 x 193 x 1282 mm (9/32'' x 7 19/32" x 50 15/32")
with Silent Pro luxury insulation layer:

2 mm / 3/32'' higher: 9 x 193 x 1282 mm (11/32'' x 
7 19/32'' x 50 15/32'')
Room sound improvement: approx. 30 %*
Indoor sound reduction: 18 dB
Optionally available with Silent CT:

2 mm / 3/32'' higher
Room sound improvement: 60 %*
Footfall sound: 14 dB

Specifications:

Level of Use: 23/32
Abrasion class: AC4
Impact class: IC2
Elektrostatic behaviour: antistatic
Warranty:

20 years in residential applications, 5 years in 
commercial applications
Dimensions**:

8 x 193 x 1282 mm (5/16'' x 7 19/32" x 50 15/32")
Loft 4V: 8 x 135 x 1282 mm (5/16'' x 5 5/16'' x 50 15/32")
Campus 4V: 8 x 243 x 1282 mm (5/16'' x 9 9/16'' x 50 
15/32")
Gran Via 4V: 8 x 243 x 2200 mm (5/16'' x 9 9/16'' x 86 5/8'')
with Silent Pro luxury insulation layer:

2 mm / 3/32'' higher
Room sound improvement: approx. 30 %*
Indoor sound reduction: 18 dB
Optionally available with Silent CT:

2 mm / 3/32'' higher
Room sound improvement: 60 %*
Footfall sound: 14 dB

Specifications:

Level of Use: 23/33
Abrasion class: AC5
Impact class: IC3
Elektrostatic behaviour: antistatic
Warranty:

25 years in residential applications, 10 years in 
commercial applications
Dimensions**:

10 x 190 x 1,282 mm (13/32'' x 7 15/32" x 50 15/32")
with Silent Pro luxury insulation layer:

2 mm / 3/32'' higher: 12 x 190 x 1282 mm (15/32'' x 
7 15/32'' x 50 15/32'')
Room sound improvement: approx. 30 %*
Indoor sound reduction: 18 dB
Optionally available with Silent CT:

2 mm / 3/32'' higher
Room sound improvement: 60 %*
Footfall sound: 14 dB

1 2 3 54 6

SPECIFICATIONS
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HARO's overall quality standard has a particular impact on our wood styles: they are hardly distinguishable 
from the original. For us this means a considerable effort: for example we supervise all stages of our 
style development, from the selection of the templates, to the printing of the decor papers. For the transfer 
of the original parquet textures, we use special pressing plates in order to achieve best authenticity. Get 
to know HARO's technical side and find out about the inner values and advantages of our laminate floors. 

For residential applications 
with high traffic and 
commercial applications  
with low traffic

For residential applications 
with high traffic and 
commercial applications 
with medium traffic

For residential applications 
and high-traffic commercial 
applications

Bedroom

TRITTY 75 TRITTY 100 TRITTY 250

Li
vi

ng

recommended possible

Children’s room
Dining room
Living room
Corridor
Kitchen
Office
Hotel room
Conference room
Doctor’s practice
Reception area
Sales area

1. Specially impregnated overlay 
2. Decorative laminate, specially 
 impregnated
3.  Special moisture control HDF E1 

coreboard aquaResist
4. Balancing laminate
5.  Optionally available with additional  

Silent Pro luxury insulation layer or 
with Silent CT technology

Construction HARO TRITTY 75/100

1. Specially impregnated overlay
2.  Decorative laminate and two 

sheets of kraft paper, specially 
impregnated

3.  Special moisture control HDF E1 
coreboard aquaResist

4.  Several sheets of balancing 
laminate (moisture repellent)

5.  Optionally available with additional  
Silent Pro luxury insulation layer or 
with Silent CT technology

CONSTRUCTION

BEAUTY OUTSIDE – QUALITY INSIDE 
 
By now, HARO Laminate Floor has 
been a lasting success story for 
over 25 years. This is not only due 
to particularly authentic wood 
reproductions, but also because of 
the high quality and elaborate 
technical construction of our 
laminate floors.

The overlay, the upper layer, is 
nearly as hard as a diamond, and 
is hard to beat when it comes to 
durability, scratch resistance and 
strength. 

The decorative layer out of lightfast 
special paper that was elaborately 
printed and soaked in melamine 
resin guarantees a high grade of 
naturalness and brilliant colours.

The softwood coreboard ensures 
maximum dimensional stability 
and protects from moisture.

The balancing laminate on the 
back of the laminate floorboard 
balances the tension to the 
overlay. It prevents the boards 
from warping.

Construction HARO TRITTY 250

5

1

2

3
4

5

1

2

3

4

RECOMMENDED AREAS OF USE

The perfect series for every need 
No matter which requirements a 
laminate floor has to fulfil: you will 
find the right laminate floor from 
HARO - in a quality that always 
meets highest requirements. Here 
you can see at a glance which 
series best suits your needs.

Co
m

m
er

cia
l  

ap
pl

ica
tio

ns
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FINISHES

AUTHENTIC VERSATILITY 
 
The perfect wood reproduction for 
laminate floors is easy for us – 
after all we are Germany's leading 
parquet manufacturer. Thanks to 
our experience in refining parquet 
surfaces we master the natural and 
vivid presentation of wood types 
better than any other company. 
For those looking for maximum 
authenticity we offer impressive 
possibilities. Our products 
range from smooth surfaces to 
sophisticated textures which are 
almost indistinguishable from 
real wood.  

This is how to breathe life into wood

bevelled edge on the long and short 

sides

The edges are bevelled on both sides and 
ends – for an even more vivid impression. 
The expert calls this "long and short side 
bevelling".

textured

With the feel of real wood grain.
textured matt

Similar to real wood grain.  
The matt appearance underlines the  
natural look.

authentic

Almost indistinguishable from real 
wood. Texture and style match perfectly. 
The gloss level emphasises the cha-
racter and the natural look of the wood 
reproduction.

authentic matt

Almost indistinguishable from real wood. 
Texture and style match perfectly. The surface 
has a natural oil character. The Plank 1-Strip 
designs also have a slight shine effect in the 
pores.

pores

Slightly pore-textured and silky shine 
finish.

pores rustic

An expressive pore-textured surface with a 
distinctive look and feel. The combination 
of matt and shine effects gives the surface 
a very special patina.

pores matt

Slightly pore-textured natural matt look.

r

smooth matt

Smooth with no texture with natural 
matt look.
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When you see the textures of our laminate floors you can tell right away that someone highly skilled 
has been at work with great enthusiasm. Our styles leave a perfect impression of vibrant wood which 
is harmonious up to the smallest detail. Pores, textures, cracks – as vivid as the original. Perfectly 

reproduced in every detail. What else would you expect of Germany's leading parquet manufacturer?   

Probably the world's easiest 
installation system:  
TOP CONNECT 
 
For all those who want to install their 
laminate floor themselves, but have 
never dared to, we have developed 
Top Connect. With Top Connect, 
which is possibly the world's easiest 
installation system, the most 
beautiful floor designs can be 
created very simply and with an 
extraordinary stability. The boards 

INSTALLATION

THE WORLD'S QUIETEST  

LAMINATE FLOOR

HARO TRITTY SILENT CT
 
Forget annoying stomping, heel 
clacking and drum sound effects! 
Our new development Silent CT 
reduces room sound by a 
sensational 60% compared to 
standard floating laminate floors 
with insulation. This is the result of 
HARO's ComforTec innovation for a 
full glue-down installation with the 
subfloor. The result: You can walk 
with the pleasant acoustic of a full 
glue-down floor. 

60 % quieter
Can be installed without tools 

 thanks to TopConnect
Suitable for use with underfloor 

 heating
Warranty up to 25 years
Available in over 80 styles  
in the TRITTY 75, TRITTY 100 and 
TRITTY 250 series.

are angled in at the long sides and 
interlocked at the short sides with 
just a little bit of pressure. 
The floor fits perfectly and is ready 
to be “lived on” immediately. And it 
is just as easy to deinstall when you 
move.

Angle in Press down Finished

Lo
ud

ne
ss

 (s
on

e)

EPLF  
Impact Hammer

IHD 
Walking Lady

* Tested and certified by the notified body: 
 Entwicklungs- und Prüflabor Holztechnologie GmbH  
 in Dresden

Standard laminate 
floor

7 mm (9/32") – 2 
mm (3/32") PE

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

0
HARO TRITTY 100
2 mm (3/32") PE

HARO TRITTY 100
Silent Pro

HARO TRITTY 100

Silent CT

Test certificates for “EPLF Impact Hammer” and “IHD - Walking Lady”*

60 %
quieter

than standard  

Audibly quieter – as independent 
sound level tests confirm:

Heimwerker Praxis home improvement 

magazine 

Laminate floor test winner “Very good” 

HolzLand Award 2010

“Most innovative product for consumers” 
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COMFORT WITH EVERY STEP 
 
We generally recommend an 
insulation underlay for all hard 
subfloors. It increases the floor's 
resilience, absorbs indoor and 
footfall sound and levels minor 
irregularities of the subfloor. 

INSULATION LAYER

Especially recommended:
the factory-laminated insulation 
layer

Excellent insulation against  
 footfall and room sound

The “forest floor effect”  
 goes easy on joints and spine

Insulation and installation in 
 one single work step

Suitable for installation over  
 underfloor heating

Easy and clean to cut
Environmentally safe disposal  

 of cuttings in domestic waste

It will especially please your neighbours when 
your steps do not sound like thunder.

Pleasant for you when the sound level 
in the room is perceptibly minimised.

 INDOOR 
SOUND REDUCTION 

 30 %*

FOOTFALL 
SOUND REDUCTION 

18 DB**

* Maximum individual values achieved in accordance with the EPLF Impact Hammer test
 (compared to reference floor)
**  In accordance with DIN 140-8

Refined brand quality 

®

Quick, easy and natural maintenance of all floors

NEAT AND CLEAN 
 
We have developed the innovative 
clean & green floor care series for the 
sustainable care of our high-quality 
floors. It makes it easier than ever to 
clean and care for our floors and is 
completely safe and environmentally 
friendly. As a parquet manufacturer 
who has been producing in an 
environmentally friendly manner 
for generations, we know how to 
contribute to sustainability and the 
preservation of floors.

CARE

For regular dry cleaning of the 
HARO floor coverings, we 
recommend vacuum cleaners from 
Kärcher. For regular damp cleaning 
of the HARO floor coverings, we 
recommend the flat wet-mops 
Ultramat Klassik, WischMat extra or 
Premium 5 from Vileda.
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Brand-name quality means more to us than just producing premium-quality laminate floors. We take care 
of everything and always place value on innovation. We want to make the installation and use as easy 
and comfortable as possible for you. Moreover, we want to make it possible for you to contribute to 
maintaining your floor's value by using our care products.  With HARO you will always be in good 
hands.  

PROPERTIES LAMINATE FLOOR

MOISTURE PROTECTION

SPECIALLY IMPREGNATED 
TOP LAYER 
 
One of the signs of the quality of our 
laminate floors is the high UV 
resistance. Due to their special 
impregnation the colours remain 
stable when exposed to light and do 
not lose their brilliance. Another 
advantage of the impregnation is 
the resistance to stains and 
scratches. The high durability of the 
top layer also prevents the surface 
from long-term damage, by abrasion 
(for example by shifting chairs) or 
heat effects (for example by 
cigarette burns). In general, the 
HARO quality guidelines are 
specified so they exceed standards 
by far.

Double moisture protection aquaTec 
 
Thanks to their well-balanced 
multilayer construction combined 
with the aquaTec system, HARO 
Laminate Floors remain stable 
 and in top form at all times.

Outstanding visual impact Abrasion resistant

Excellent 
price/performance ratio

Hardly inflammable (Cfl-S1),  

tested in acc. with DIN EN 13501-1

Dimensionally stable and perfect fit Impact and compression resistant

Suitable for use with underfloor 

heating
Resistant to cigarette burn marks

Anti-static
Optionally integrated  
sound insulation

Extremely scratch-resistant

Resistant to fading under UV light

Dirt-repellent  
and easy to maintain

Double moisture protection 
due to aquaTec system

Matching stair noses for  
glueing for TRITTY 100 and  
TRITTY 250

Ed
ge

 s
w

el
lin

g

Laminate floor edge swelling 

with the effects of water

European Standard HARO
Laminate floor with aquaTec

1.00

0.75

0.50

0.25

maximum 
permissible  

edge swelling
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ISO 9001

Our quality management system has been certified in accordance with
DIN EN ISO 9001:2000 since 1995. It secures workflows in the company 
and consequently contributes to maintaining a consistent product quality.

ISO 14001

With the certification according to DIN EN ISO 14001:2004, we have 
committed ourselves to an active environmental management since 
1998.

CE

The CE label confirms that HARO Parquets and HARO Laminate Floors 
comply with all essential European safety and health directives.

Sustainability

Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG has been 
PEFC-certified since the beginning of 2004

Blue Angel eco label

The Blue Angel has proven the environmental compatibility of our 
products since 1992.

HARO Warranty

In addition to the statutory warranty terms, HARO also provides 
additional warranties for various product groups. Please note the 
respective warranty conditions. 

Made in Germany

Because our top quality floors are of the proverbial German high 
precision workmanship, they come with the internationally renowned 
“Made in Germany” label. 

Award-winning

EPLF

Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG is a founder member of the 
Association of European Producers of Laminate Flooring.

Ü mark

To assure that constructional quality standards are met, building 
materials have to be tested and certified with respect to technical, 
ecological and health properties. The Ü mark attests that a German 
'bauaufsichtliche Zulassung' (national technical approval) has been 
granted, which is mandatory for all laminate floors in Germany. For 
this approval, the materials used and the emissions are evaluated. 
This ensures product safety for manufacturers, dealers and installers. 
Consumers have the peace of mind of knowing that the product presents 
no health hazards.

ISO 50001

The ISO 50001 standard is aimed at supporting companies in 
establishing processes and systems necessary to reduce their 
energy consumption and increase energy efficiency.

ISO 50001
energy management system

CERTIFICATIONS

a c c o r d i n g  t o  W a r r a n t y  T e r m s

25
y e a r s

W A R R A N T Y
i n  r e s i d e n t i a l  a p p l i c a t i o n s

HARO TRITTY 250

up to
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TRITTY 75 
The allrounder with  

renowned brand quality

Those who have to watch their budget, but do not want to sacrifice quality 
and a large range, are on the right track with our TRITTY 75 Series. They are 
the perfect choice, not only for the first own home. Tough and available in 
many appealing styles, TRITTY 75 is your first choice when it comes to cosiness 
and a comfortable atmosphere of living.

75
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* Wood reproduction

75

HARO TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

OAK ITALICA CREME* 

authentic 

HARMONY OF CONTRASTS
 
The rustic touch of Oak combined 
with a modern, trendy and light 
colour. A Plank 1-Strip style with a 
perfect balance - deep, dark puttied 
cracks embedded in a light creme 
colour. HARO TRITTY makes living 
stylish. 
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75

HARO TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip 4V 
HISTORIC PINE* 

textured matt 

GENUINE AND AUTHENTIC
 
A laminate floor with a convincing 
softwood style. Genuine and 
authentic in its character with a 
soft appeal. The trendy, warm grey 
colour creates comfort and a cosy 
atmosphere. A floor that can be 
combined with almost any interior 
style. 

VIBRANT OAK
 
This is how rustic style looks today! 
Every floorboard shows the 
naturalness of Oak. The powerful 
colour, the clearly perceptible 
texture with slight accentuation of 
the pores, as well as the appealing 
matt and shine effects, emphasize 
the impression of living wood. 
A highlight for those who like 
classical Oak floors. 
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* Wood reproduction

75

HARO TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip 4V 
OAK TOBACCO* 

pores rustic 
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A FEAST FOR THE EYES
 
This style with the look of real 
Oak and the typical colour play 
of smoked oak wood gives rooms 
a classical, noble character. The 
matt surface with its warm golden 
brown colour and the brushed 
texture is a feast for the eyes.

75

HARO TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip 4V 
SMOKED OAK* 

textured matt 
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* Wood reproduction

RUSTIC WHITE 

Two trends for laminate floors 
come together in this one floor: 
light colours that can easily be 
combined with many different 
interior designs and a rustic wood 
look. Combined with a 2-Strip look 
the floor shows its spacious room 
impact. 

75

HARO TRITTY 75
2-Strip 

OAK ARTICO WHITE* 

authentic 

When will the new cosiness move into 
your home?

For each of our laminate floors, we offer suiting skirtings for a perfect 
overall appearance. To make the realisation of your personal floor dream 
especially easy for you, we have developed a brilliantly simple skirting 
system. 
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75

HARO TRITTY 75
2-Strip 

OAK ARTICO SAND* 

authentic 
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* Wood reproduction

75

HARO TRITTY 75
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

PINE MEDOC* 

textured matt 

WITH NATURAL CHARM
 
It is hard to resist our French Pine. 
It expresses the natural charm of 
softwood without looking rustic 
and brings a Mediterranean touch 
to your home.

SUBTLE ATTRACTION 
 
You have to see this with your 
own eyes! Our OAK ARTICO Sand 
style has a surprising impact – 
discreet and soft with distinct 
accents. This way, it is possible to 
influence the atmosphere of rooms 
in a subtle way.
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75

HARO TRITTY 75
3-Strip 

WALNUT LEVANTE* 

matt 



* Wood reproduction
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75

HARO TRITTY 75
2-Strip 

OAK ARTICO GREY* 

authentic 

STYLISH GREY 
 
Unmistakably original Oak, but in a 
noble and subtle way. In soft grey 
with a silvery shimmering surface.  
This is just the floor for modern 
living with stylish accents yet 
natural and calm. 

NOBLE LOOK

As one of the most noble wood 
types, Walnut has for a long time 
been inspiring enthusiasm, 
traditionally in furniture design. It is 
no secret that Walnut also looks  
convincing as a floor covering that 
creates a vivid ambience. With the 
character of an oiled matt surface, 
this 3-Strip Laminate floor has long 
been a modern classic.



Authentic solid wood appearance, sophisticated surface treatments, tough 
and durable in many living and working environments – this is the TRITTY 
100 Series. Over 130 different products, 57 styles, 8 surface textures, 6 
designs – no wish for the own home remains unfulfilled.
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TRITTY 100 
The tough one with 

the huge choice

100
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2-STRIP, 3-STRIP, PLANK 1-STRIP
 
The basic version is the 2-Strip design. 
It emphasises the individuality of 
the wood reproduction, and looks 
strict, yet pleasantly vivid. Longstrip 
or 3-Strip with three parallel strips 
on every floorboard has a more 
relaxed and substantially more vivid 
appearance. The classic Plank 
1-Strip, on the other hand, is 
particularly popular due to its 
spacious look, whether it is with or 
without bevelled edges.

LOFT 4V 
 
Loft 4V is our slim and smart 
floorboard. Only 135 mm (5 5/16'') 
wide, it awards rooms with an airy 
and friendly atmosphere.  
A modern alternative to the classical 
board format.

TRITTY 100
Welcome to the allrounder 
of our Laminate Floor family

100

100
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100

CAMPUS 4V
 
The Campus 4V board format is 
the fascinating combination of a 
spacious width of 243 mm 
(9 9/16'') with the classical length 
of Plank 1-Strip of 1282 mm 
(50 15/32''). The trendy width and 
the bevelled edges on four sides 
create an extraordinary look and an 
astonishingly spacious room 
appearance.

GRAN VIA 4V
 
Our long-plank design Gran Via 4 V 
broadens the horizon! The trend 
format with a length of 2200 mm 
(86 5/8'') and a width of 243 mm 
(9 9/16''), as well as the vivid 
floorboard character that 
resembles real parquet make it 
possible to create a masterpiece: 
rooms that are so spacious that 
they look like a totally new 
creation.

Classical, trendy, extra wide, extra long, with or without bevelled edges - this is where you find true 
versatility! Each member of our Laminate Floor family TRITTY 100 is characterised by an individual 
design and an unprecedented natural-looking reproduction of wood. With six different designs we 
offer a range of laminate floors which allows you a high degree of individual design. Choose the 
floor that suits you best.Choose the floor that suits you best. The ideal combination is with Silent CT 
which makes our Laminate floor the world's quietest laminate floor.

Gran Via
100
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Gran Via 4V: 
the greatest for 
your home
Extra long, extra wide, particularly authentic 
thanks to bevelled edges on all four sides: a 
genuinely trendy product with a length of 2200 
mm (86 5/8'') and a width of 243 mm (9 9/16''). 
Our boards in Gran Via format create an amazing, 
spacious appearance. The authentic look of 
Gran Via planks is emphasized by its bevelled 
edges on all sides: the edges of the planks are  
chamfered on both sides. This way, the plank 
character is emphasized in an impressively vivid 
way – just like real parquet.
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* Wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

OAK PORTLAND GREY* 

authentic 

Gran Via
100

NATURALNESS FOR MODERN ROOMS 
 
The style template for this wood reproduction was the top seller from our parquet product range. The result 
is a unique symbiosis of urbanity and rusticity: Oak in a noble light grey, with a prestigious look thanks to 
the trend format Gran Via 4 V, combined with an authentic texture with a vivid natural look: slightly raised 
knots just like in real dried floorboards and matt/shine effects like in natural oil finish parquet. An 
absolutely convincing look!
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HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

VINTAGE OAK* 

textured matt 

Gran Via
100
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* Wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

VINTAGE PINE*

textured matt

Gran Via
100

THIS VINTAGE LOOK 
CATCHES THE EYE 
 
This is what vintage wood looks like 
when the reproduction is authentic. 
This is true for the classical Oak as 
well as the trendy Pine. With real 
saw marks, weather effects and a 
distinctive play of colours, the style 
shows a liveliness that is astonishing. 
Is there anything better than a room 
in which the laminate floor tells 
stories of ancient oaks? 
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HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

OAK PORTLAND PURO* 

authentic 

Gran Via
100
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* Wood reproduction

DIRECTLY FROM THE TRUNK 
 
Our new, trendy highlight among 
light laminate floors: Oak with the 
look of raw wood, an authentic 
reproduction with discreet cracks. 
The light colour of freshly cut Oak 
increases the natural look of the 
texture. The gigantic Gran Via 4V 
format will leave an overwhelming 
impression on you and anyone 
who visits your home.
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HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

OAK PORTLAND SMOKED* 

authentic 

Gran Via
100
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* Wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

OAK CONTURA BLACK* 

authentic 

Gran Via
100

A CONTRAST IN OAK 
 
Those who like a vibrant ambience  
with strong contrasts will love 
our noble wood reproduction Oak 
Contura Black. The dark authentic 
surface with natural texture and 
slightly accentuated pores looks 
surprisingly vivid.  

A JEWEL OF A FLOOR 
 
This is what the Amber Room looks 
like today. The typical bright, warm 
colour like that of smoked parquet 
floors and the matt-shine effect 
like in natural oil parquet surfaces, 
create a sense of magic and 
radiate high value.  
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HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

OAK DUNA LIMEWASHED* 

authentic 

Gran Via
100
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* Wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

CHESTNUT BIANCO*

textured matt

Gran Via
100

ROOM FOR RELAXATION 
 
The wood of Sweet Chestnut looks 
significantly different than Oak. It 
has no medullary rays and, due to 
its white colour, only little grain. 
This gives rooms a calm and 
well-balanced character. This is even 
more the case in our white style in 
Gran Via 4V format.

 A FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE 
 
Limewashed looks are absolute 
favourites among wood floors. The 
liming creates a friendly and light 
colouration that intensifies the 
wood's grain. How convenient that 
you can also get it as an authentic 
reproduction in the form of a 
laminate floor.  It is not an illusion:
the limewashed boards of Oak Duna 
with white pore accentuation already 
look slightly used. This is exactly 
what we intend: where you feel life, 
you feel at home.
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HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

OAK ITALICA SMOKED* 

authentic 

Gran Via
100

ORIGINAL OR REPRODUCTION? 
 
Our laminate floors are hardly 
distinguishable from real parquet 
at first sight - even for experts. 
This can be seen especially in 
reproductions of parquet in 
classical warm or golden shades. 
This is no wonder, because 
decades of experience as a 
parquet specialist and our 
high-quality standards will pay 
off for you.

ON CENTRE STAGE WITH 
SPLENDOUR 
 
When rooms enchant it is often 
thanks to our best-selling floor. 
Our wood reproduction Alpine Oak 
Nature displays gracious rusticity 
that looks great with every interior 
style. The extraordinary beauty of 
the extremely matt surface texture 
amazes over and over again. Are 
you looking for a sparkling idea for 
your home? Here it is! 
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* Wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100 
Gran Via 4V

ALPINE OAK NATURE*

authentic matt

Gran Via
100
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Campus 4V: 
The best of 
two worlds
What if you combined the classic board length 
of 1282 mm (50 15/32'') with the spacious width 
of 243 mm (9 9/16'')? It creates a completely 
new floor look unlike any before. With wide 
boards and the bevelled edges on four sides, 
which are typical for parquet, an appealing 
foundation for your home can now be created 
with the new Campus 4V design. It gives every 
room more spaciousness.



HARO TRITTY 100 
Campus 4V
OAK LUNA* 

textured matt 
 

100

* Wood reproduction

SOFT OAK
 
Soft curves play an essential role 
in modern interior designs. With 
our Oak Luna style we follow this 
trend. The light ivory colour and 
the Campus 4V format create a 
spaciousness with slight contrasts 
and soft transitions. The slightly 
rustic texture with visible cracks 
forms a natural foundation. Oak 
Luna can be perfectly combined, 
for example, with pastel-coloured 
furniture, whether for the kitchen 
or the living room.
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A LITTLE CREAM ON TOP 
 
Creme colours as far as the eye can 
see! The Campus 4V format with its 
generous width and the classical 
length of Plank 1-Strip makes our 
style in the light, trendy creme 
colour look particularly impressive. 
The authentic surface texture is a 
true highlight: raised knots just 
like in naturally dried boards and 
matt/shine effects like in natural 
oil parquet. 

Easy care

It is not only the authentic wood 
reproductions and the elaborate finishing 
of our laminate floors that will convince 
you HARO also sets a standard when it 
comes to cleaning and care. Our especially 
developed ecological floor cleaning 
concentrate from the clean & green series 
'active' is easy to use and environmentally 
friendly – use the measuring cap to add a 

small amount to the cleaning water, mop the 
floor with a cloth (well wrung out), done.
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* Wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100 
Campus 4V

OAK CONTURA CREME*

authentic 

100
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HARO TRITTY 100 
Campus 4V

OAK ITALICA CREME*

authentic 

100
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* Wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100 
Campus 4V

ALPINE OAK GREY*

authentic matt

100

ENJOY MODERN LIFE 
 
More than the sum of its individual 
parts: When modern and light 
colouration meets a natural wood 
look and a trendy format, it must 
be our wood reproduction Oak 
Italica Creme in Campus 4V format. 
With this style a modern statement 
moves into your home. 

WELL-BALANCED RUSTIC LOOK  
 
Neither too much nor too little. With 
our wood reproduction Alpine Oak 
Grey you are exactly in the middle of 
our rustic scale. The white and grey 
shades, which are in line with the 
trend, and the vivid wood character 
of the authentic surface result in a 
well-balanced style with discreet 
rusticity. Thanks to the Campus 4V 
format, the floor looks spacious and 
exceptionally modern.
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HARO TRITTY 100 
Campus 4V

OAK CONTURA SMOKED*

authentic 

100
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* Wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100 
Campus 4V

OAK DUNA ESPRESSO*

authentic 

100

STRONG AND ALLURING
 
This new wood reproduction is an 
eye-catcher. Dark and powerful in 
its visual effect, the contrast of 
white liming and the white colour 
in its distinctive dark cracks make 
the floor look particularly intense. 
Strong and dark, just like an 
espresso, its impact on the room 
lives up to expectations.

OAK OFFERS MORE
 
Oak is one of the most expressive 
wood species. Our perfect wood 
reproduction Oak Contura Smoked 
shows how many possibilities lie 
within this strong piece of wood. 
The honey-coloured basic shade 
of this floor spreads comfort and 
warmth.



HARO TRITTY 100
Loft 4V 

OAK VERANO*

textured matt

100

Loft 4V: 
the slim floor 
that impresses
Our board format Loft 4V is characterised by its 
slim dimensions: only 135 mm (5 5/16'') wide, it 
inspires to a new spatiality. It is a sensational 
alternative to the classical board format. Thanks 
to the bevelled edges on four sides, it clearly has 
the style of a parquet board and also makes 
small rooms look spacious.
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* Wood reproduction

THE NATURAL QUALITY OF BEING 
 
A clear charm combined with an 
emphasis on a natural look results in 
a convincing appearance. Our wood 
reproduction Oak Verano in a small 
Plank 1-Strip format gives every room 
a particular high-quality appeal. The 
well-balanced style is convincing.
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HARO TRITTY 100
Loft 4V 

OAK CLASSIC WHITE*

authentic 

 

 

100
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* Wood reproduction

NOBLE AND FRIENDLY OAK

No matter whether you prefer our 
Oak Classic White or our Oak Creme 
Kansas for our slim Plank 1-Strip Loft, 
both wood reproductions are experts 
at giving a room a friendly and cosy 
atmosphere. Whether in a discreet 
and elegant white or a more rustic 
dark brown,  they all have the 
natural impression of their surface in 
common, which is just like a parquet 
floor with natural oil surface.

HARO TRITTY 100
Loft 4V 

OAK KANSAS*

pores rustic

100
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2-Strip, 3-Strip,
Plank 1-Strip:
the classic for 
beautiful living

We offer the classic Laminate floor format 193 x 1282 mm 
(7 19/32'' x 50 15/32'') in three trendy designs. Plank 
1-Strip gives your room a calm and elegant appearance. 
3-Strip is characterized by three parallel strips. This 
way, the floor looks significantly more lively, yet 
with an overall calm appearance. 2-Strip emphasizes 
the naturalness of the wood reproduction. Due to its 
character it is particularly suitable for small rooms and 
every interior style.
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WOOD MEETS CONCRETE 
 
WE ARE KNOWN FOR surprising 
looks when it comes to our styles. 
Our new wood reproduction Stone 
Wood, for example, shows the 
replica of formwork. We meet the 
trend towards concrete decors and 
surface textures with a washed-out 
look, of course in a modern and 
light colouration. This way, your 
rooms are given the character of a 
loft apartment.

HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip 4V 
STONE WOOD* 

textured matt 

100

* Wood reproduction
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HARO TRITTY 100
2-Strip 

OAK ARTICO CINNAMON* 

authentic 

100

MATT NATURAL COLOURS - IN LINE WITH THE CURRENT TREND

Our current styles show you which surface colours are in line 
with the trend. Within our range you will find a large number 
of light colourations, wood reproductions in white and grey, 
as well as discreet light natural colours, and now also the 
subtle cinnamon shade which is particularly appealing. 
The authentic surface Oak Artico Cinnamon is especially 
pleasing due to its distinct colour play. Plank 1-Strip Oak 
Portland Grey is particularly attractive thanks to its noble 
matt effects.
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* Wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

OAK PORTLAND GREY* 

authentic 

100
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HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

OAK NEVARA LIMEWASHED* 

authentic matt 

100



* Wood reproduction
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HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

OAK NEVARA LIMEWASHED* 

authentic matt 

100

PURE AESTHETICS

Some of the aesthetically most attractive surfaces for Loft 4V are our 
authentic wood reproductions in lime-washed versions. The white-filled 
cracks and the white pores can hardly be surpassed when it comes to 
naturalness. Combined with the typical greige shade, the extremely matt 
surface as well as the shining pores, an optical artfulness is created that 
would not be expected from a laminate floor. The perfect foundation for 
design-orientated living in modern, light-flooded rooms.  
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HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

MERBAU MACAO* 

pores 

100
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* Wood reproduction

HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

OAK PORTLAND PURO* 

authentic 

100

THE CLASSIC FOR A COMFORTABLE HOME

Why is Plank 1-Strip so popular? Because of its spacious look? Because it 
looks great in any room? Because it has the highest possible similiarity to 
parquet? Probably for all these reasons. Our classically elegant, noble wood 
style Merbau and the newly added wood reproduction Oak Portland with its 
raw-wood effect are two examples of timelessly beautiful rooms.
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HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip 

ITALIAN WALNUT* 

pores matt 

100



* Wood reproduction
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STRIKING CHIC 
 
What is true for Oak also applies to 
Walnut: The wood reproductions 
from the parquet specialist can 
hardly be distinguished from the 
original. With our quality Laminate 
floors in noble wood look you 
automatically enhance a room's 
value, whether it is Oak or Walnut, 
well-balanced or rustic.

HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

OAK ITALICA NATURE* 

authentic 

100
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HARO TRITTY 100
2-Strip 

OAK ARTICO COGNAC* 

authentic 

100
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* Wood reproduction

PLAY WITH COLOURS

Our Laminate floors offer a variety of possibilities to give rooms an 
individual character. The clear, graphical pattern of the 2-Strip design and 
the spacious look of Plank 1-Strip result in a distinctively different 
spaciousness in the room,  not to mention the colour's effect. How about a 
style in an elegant, warm cognac shade? Or would you rather go with the 
trend towards white shades, ranging from white with a unique colour play 
to light brown shades and the effect of an oiled parquet floor? Whatever 
you want!

HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

OAK PORTLAND WHITE* 

authentic 

100
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COOLE PINE 
 
Softwood gives rooms a distinctive atmosphere. 
Our reproduction of Mediterranean Pine shows that 
this wood has more to offer than the traditional 
possibilities. The cool silver-grey colour gives rooms a 
trendy touch. Cool elegance with a rustic foundation: 
this sounds and looks extraordinary.

HARO TRITTY 100
Plank 1-Strip 4V 
PINE ASTURIA* 

textured matt 

100
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* Wood reproduction



Extremely durable and resistant to impact, scratches and abrasion – those 
are the key features of our TRITTY 250 Series. In all areas with a high 
amount of traffic, whether residential applications with a high degree of 
wear and tear, or commercial applications: you can trust in TRITTY 250 – 
and we guarantee this for up to 25 years. When will you say Yes to a life on 
HARO Laminate Floor?
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TRITTY 250 
The extra strong one that can 
withstand a great deal – also 
in commercial applications.

250
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250

HARO TRITTY 250
Plank 1-Strip 4V 
PINE ASTURIA* 

textured matt 
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* Wood reproduction

250

HARO TRITTY 250
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

OAK PORTLAND PURO* 

authentic 

NATURALNESS FOR MODERN 
ROOMS 
 
The style template for this wood 
reproduction was the top seller 
from our parquet product range. 
The result is a symbiosis of 
rusticity and lightness. The 
raw-wood effect of untreated oak 
wood with an extraordinarily 
authentic surface creates an 
impressive floor.
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STRONG AS OAK 
 
Whether for an advertising agency or a child-
ren's store – HARO TRITTY 250 is always the 
right choice. At HARO, a chic and natural look 
meets distinctive durability in a floor that is 
easy to care for and will amaze you day after 
day. Simply a laminate floor with that special 
touch.

250

HARO TRITTY 250
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

OAK PORTLAND SMOKED* 

authentic 
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* Wood reproduction

250

HARO TRITTY 250
Plank 1-Strip 4V 

OAK ITALICA NATURE* 

authentic 
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250

HARO TRITTY 250
Plank 1-Strip 4V 
OAK ELEGANCE* 

authentic 
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* Wood reproduction

THE RIGHT SETTING 
FOR YOUR GUESTS 
 
We have always offered laminate 
floors à la carte. This floor is 
custom-made for all those who 
have something special in mind, 
whether for use in restaurants, 
trade or business. With our Oak 
Elegance Plank 1-Strip you can 
create a premium, exclusive 
ambience. This natural-coloured 
Oak style without knots does not 
steal the show of the overall 
impression and gives the room a 
calm and classical appeal. It is not 
only the natural aesthetics and 
authenticity of our wood reproduction, 
but also the durability that makes 
TRITTY 250 a champion. Have we 
met your taste?



Range Overview Laminate Floor HARO TRITTY 75

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK DOLOMITI*

ID no. 530 294

3-Strip
OAK WHITE TEXTURE*

ID no. 526 645

2-Strip
OAK ARTICO GREY*

ID no. 533 104

3-Strip 
HOLM OAK*

ID no. 526 785

3-Strip 
VINTAGE BEECH*

ID no. 526 782

3-Strip
OAK CLASSIC*

ID no. 526 784

2-Strip 
LARCH COUNTRY*

ID no. 526 655

3-Strip 
WALNUT LEVANTE*

ID no. 533 107

3-Strip
MERBAU CLASSIC*

ID no. 526 797

3-Strip
POLAR OAK*

ID no. 526 786

3-Strip 
ROBINIA WHITE SANDED*

r ID no. 530 287

3-Strip
MAPLE CLASSIC*

ID no. 526 780

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA CREME*

ID no. 530 295

3-Strip
BEECH BEIGE*

ID no. 526 781

2-Strip
OAK ARTICO WHITE*

ID no. 533 103

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PORTLAND NATURE*

ID no. 533 108

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK TOBACCO*

r ID no. 530 297

Plank 1-Strip 4V
SMOKED OAK*

ID no. 533 110

2-Strip
OAK ARTICO SAND*

ID no. 533 105

Plank 1-Strip 4V
HISTORIC PINE*

ID no. 533 109

Plank 1-Strip 
HIGHLAND OAK*

ID no. 526 652

3-Strip 
APPLE*

ID no. 526 788

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK VERANO*

ID no. 533 102

2-Strip
GOLDEN PEAR*

ID no. 526 791

Plank 1-Strip 4V
PINE MEDOC*

ID no. 533 106

Plank 1-Strip
ALABAMA OAK*

ID no. 526 787

2-Strip 
WALNUT COMFORT*

ID no. 526 795
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Range Overview Laminate Floor HARO TRITTY 100 Gran Via 4V

Gran Via 4V
VINTAGE PINE*

ID no. 533 143

Gran Via 4V
OAK CONTURA STONE GREY*

ID no. 531 917

Gran Via 4V
CHESTNUT BIANCO*

ID no. 530 303

Gran Via 4V
OAK ANTIQUE GREY*

ID no. 526 704

Gran Via 4V
OAK ITALICA CREME*

ID no. 530 693

Gran Via 4V
OAK CONTURA NATURE*

ID no. 531 915

Gran Via 4V
OAK PORTLAND NATURE*

ID no. 533 141

Gran Via 4V
VINTAGE OAK*

ID no. 526 712

Gran Via 4V
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*

ID no. 530 333

Gran Via 4V
SMOKED OAK TERRENO 

LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 526 707

Gran Via 4V
OAK CONTURA BLACK*

ID no. 533 144

Gran Via 4V
OAK DUNA LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 530 340

Gran Via 4V
CHESTNUT IMPRESSO*

ID no. 529 981

Gran Via 4V
OAK PORTLAND PURO*

ID no. 533 140

Gran Via 4V
OAK VIENNA LIGHT*

ID no. 529 054

Gran Via 4V
OAK CONTURA SAND*

ID no. 531 916

Gran Via 4V
ALPINE OAK WHITE*

ID no. 526 710

Gran Via 4V
OAK NATURE*

ID no. 526 703

Gran Via 4V
AFROMOSIA*

ID no. 526 934

Gran Via 4V
ITALIAN WALNUT*

ID no. 526 714

Gran Via 4V
SMOKED OAK AGATE*

ID no. 526 706

Gran Via 4V
OAK PORTLAND GREY*

ID no. 533 139

Gran Via 4V
OAK WHITE LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 526 708

Gran Via 4V
ALPINE OAK GREY*

ID no. 526 711

Gran Via 4V
ALPINE OAK NATURE*

ID no. 526 709

Gran Via 4V
OAK ITALICA NATURE*

ID no. 530 338

Gran Via 4V
OAK PORTLAND SMOKED*

ID no. 533 142

Gran Via 4V
OAK VIENNA SMOKED*

ID no. 528 671



Range Overview Laminate Floor HARO TRITTY 100 Campus 4V

Range Overview Laminate Floor HARO TRITTY 100 Loft 4V

Campus 4V
OAK CONTURA SMOKED*

ID no. 532 786

Campus 4V
OAK ITALICA CREME*

ID no. 532 060

Campus 4V
OAK LUNA*

ID no. 532 784

Loft 4V 
OAK CLASSIC WHITE*

ID no. 526 692

Loft 4V 
OAK ANTIQUE GREY*

ID no. 530 343

Loft 4V 
ALPINE OAK NATURE*

ID no. 526 697

Loft 4V 
ITALIAN WALNUT*

ID no. 526 700

Campus 4V
OAK CONTURA CREME*

ID no. 532 785

Campus 4V
OAK DUNA ESPRESSO*

ID no. 532 787

Loft 4V 
OAK WHITE LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 530 344

Loft 4V 
OAK CREME LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 526 696

Campus 4V
OAK DUNA LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 532 059

Loft 4V 
OAK ELEGANCE*

ID no. 526 693

Loft 4V 
OAK KANSAS*

r ID no. 530 307

Campus 4V
ALPINE OAK GREY*

ID no. 532 064

Campus 4V
ALPINE OAK NATURE*

ID no. 532 063

Loft 4V 
CHESTNUT IMPRESSO*

ID no. 526 699

Loft 4V 
OAK VERANO*

ID no. 533 136

Loft 4V 
OAK PORTLAND SMOKED*

ID no. 533 137

Loft 4V 
SMOKED OAK AGATE*

ID no. 526 694
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Range Overview Laminate Floor HARO TRITTY 100

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK NEVARA LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 526 672

2-Strip 
OAK ARTICO CINNAMON*

ID no. 533 118

Plank 1-Strip 4V
STONE WOOD*

ID no. 533 117

Plank 1-Strip 
OAK ANTIQUE GREY*

ID no. 526 671

Plank 1-Strip 
MINIMAL WHITE*

ID no. 530 349

Plank 1-Strip 
OAK CREME LIMEWASHED*

ID no. 526 674

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK CARAMEL*

r ID no. 530 305

Plank 1-Strip 
OAK ELEGANCE*

ID no. 526 668

Plank 1-Strip 
ALPINE OAK NATURE*

ID no. 526 676

Plank 1-Strip 4V
PINE ASTURIA*

ID no. 533 124

Plank 1-Strip 4V
CHESTNUT IMPRESSO*

ID no. 526 680

Plank 1-Strip 
SYCAMORE MAPLE*

ID no. 525 659

Plank 1-Strip 
OAK CLASSIC WHITE*

ID no. 526 667

3-Strip 
OAK PREMIUM CREME*

ID no. 526 661

3-Strip 
BEECH BEIGE*

ID no. 526 761

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK LIMESTONE*

ID no. 526 666

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PORTLAND NATURE*

ID no. 533 123

2-Strip 
OAK ARTICO COGNAC*

ID no. 533 119

Plank 1-Strip 4V
VINTAGE OAK*

ID no. 526 678

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PORTLAND GREY*

ID no. 533 121

Plank 1-Strip 4V
ELM CREMA*

r ID no. 530 321

Plank 1-Strip 
OAK LIGHT GREY*

ID no. 527 077

3-Strip 
MAPLE AKZENT*

ID no. 526 760

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PORTLAND WHITE*

ID no. 533 120

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PORTLAND PURO*

ID no. 533 122

Plank 1-Strip 
BAVARIAN BEECH*

ID no. 525 661

3-Strip 
OAK PREMIUM NATURE*

ID no. 526 662

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA NATURE*

ID no. 530 335

Plank 1-Strip 
ITALIAN WALNUT*

ID no. 526 682



Range Overview Laminate Floor HARO TRITTY 250

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PORTLAND SMOKED*

ID no. 533 150

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK PORTLAND PURO*

ID no. 533 149

Plank 1-Strip 4V
CHESTNUT BIANCO*

ID no. 530 584

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ELEGANCE*

ID no. 533 342

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK KANSAS*

r ID no. 530 586

Plank 1-Strip 4V
HIGHLAND OAK*

ID no. 530 592

Plank 1-Strip 4V
PINE ASTURIA*

ID no. 533 151

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA NATURE*

ID no. 530 591

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK ITALICA SMOKED*

ID no. 530 327

Plank 1-Strip 4V
OAK KANSAS*

r ID no. 530 306

Plank 1-Strip 
IROKO*

ID no. 529 052

Plank 1-Strip 
SMOKED OAK AGATE*

ID no. 526 669

Plank 1-Strip 4V
MERBAU MACAO*

ID no. 533 125

Range Overview Laminate Floor HARO TRITTY 100
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HARO TRITTY 100 
Campus 4V

ALPINE OAK GREY* 

authentic matt 
 

100
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After all,  we manufacture our floors in the midst of beautiful nature. So it goes 
without saying that everyone in our company is committed to its protection 
and shares the same goal – to integrate sustainability into our daily lives. We use 
environmentally safe, state-of-the-art manufacturing technologies and work 
with green electricity that we generate ourselves. Respect for the environment 
and innovative power have made us Germany’s leading parquet manufacturer.

Nature is our 
neighbour.
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We not only offer a wide range of different 
laminate floors. Our many years of experience 
in wood manufacturing are also applied to the 
engineering and production of our other floor 
coverings. Who would know better what authentic 
wood styles have to look like than Germany's 
leading parquet manufacturer: HARO.

A focus on quality – 
whichever HARO floor 
you choose.
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Haro Parquet.
We create quality of life.

CELENIO by HARO 
the unique wood floor.

HARO Cork Floor
Bringing nature into your home.

DISANO by HARO 
the design floor for healthy living.



Hamberger Flooring GmbH & Co. KG
Postfach 100353, 83003 Rosenheim, Germany, Phone +498031700-0, Fax +498031700-600, E-Mail info@haro.com
www.haro.com
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